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Mickey Mouse Bubble Art
Ms. Carissa, Richland KOC
 
Create art by blowing bubbles! In a large
bowl mix water, dish soap, and food
coloring. Use a straw to blow bubbles in
the bowl (use multiple bowls for different
colors). Gently press the paper onto the
bubbles. Once it's dry, cut out the Mickey
Mouse shape. Find the template and full
instructions here!

Featured Video: Paloma KOC's
Ms. Victoria will teach you all
about her new friends, her baby
chicks! Check out her video here,
along with others contributed by
your favorite KOC Leaders. 
 

Fireworks in a Jar
Ms. Denise, Paloma KOC
 
Materials needed: A clear glass or jar, oil,
mixing bowl, warm water, fork, food
coloring.
Use a fork to gently mix the oil and food
coloring together. Gently pour the oil
mixture into the jar. Watch what happens—
the food coloring will slowly sink out of the
oil and into the water. Read the steps and
scientific explanation here!
 

https://family.disney.com/craft/mickey-bubble-art/?utm_source=like2buy.curalate.com&crl8_id=573cdc5b-f94f-447d-b653-6f994445430a
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1SMMOTVnLeHxn8Se8G9v_QJ7qfXW-h_oK
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1SMMOTVnLeHxn8Se8G9v_QJ7qfXW-h_oK
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1SMMOTVnLeHxn8Se8G9v_QJ7qfXW-h_oK
https://www.icanteachmychild.com/fireworks-in-a-jar/


This project offers 2 variations. For younger students, they can make a
simple patterned bracelet with the colors they choose. For older
students (2nd grade and above), they can make a bracelet pattern with
binary code to convey their initials, a simple, short word, or secret
code. 
Materials Needed: Pony beads (or any beads you have around the
house) in at least 3 colors, string or pipe cleaner, Binary Decoder
Worksheet. 
Binary code is the "language" used by computers that assigns a series
1s and 0s to represent each letter. Check out the video here with step-
by-step instructions. 
Select one color bead to represent 1 and another color bead to
represent 0. A third color will represent a space. The example below
uses blue, orange, and yellow, but you can select any colors you want!
Select the letters you want to make in binary code, then use the Binary
Decoder Worksheet to find the pattern you want to spell. For instance,
B would be blue, orange, blue, blue, blue, blue, orange, blue. Then put
a space before adding on your next binary coded letter. 
 
 
 

CREATE A
COLOR PALETTE

This is a great art exercise that
any age can enjoy, although it
may be easier for older
students to grasp. 
Materials needed: photo,
pattern, or colored item, 2
pieces of paper, choice of
material to color: paint,
colored pencils, markers,
crayons, etc.
The first step is finding a
photo, pattern, etc. with
different colors to then create
a palette based off of. 
After choosing an item or
photo, try to find the colors
within the photo and match
them with whatever materials
you have. 
On another sheet of paper,
create an abstract design with
different shapes. Be artistic
and creative! 
Then fill in with the color
palette you created. Think of it
as a color by numbers design
sheet - if you want, you could
even number the color
swatches and fill in the design
that way! 

BEADED (BINARY
CODING) BRACELETS
Ms. Roxanne, Knob Hill KOC

Ms. Sarah, Discovery KOC

https://code.org/curriculum/course2/14/Activity14-BinaryBracelets.pdf
https://code.org/curriculum/course2/14/Activity14-BinaryBracelets.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5tXZL_lmtU8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5tXZL_lmtU8

